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NEW MAZE PACKAGE FILES
Good afternoon. This is Kevin Belingon. As far as where I left off in the tutorial, I am at
Lesson Content C of H - 01) game manager - 06) make empty for pl...>. I am just
concerned about the part where you made "level" under the hierarchy. Did you make a
folder for that regarding the entire maze itself? I am just wondering how you got to that
part. I also exported to you my Unity �les as a package. Do you think I can have a Zoom

apppintment with you on Wednesday, February 28th at 12pm or whatever time is
convenient for you. Please send me the Zoom link to con�rm. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Belingon

NEW_MAZE_PACKAGE_FILES
500 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

Where I Left Off via Tutorial
By Kevin Belingon

Gaby-WIP (1)
Hey professor! So I had �nished the array portion and actually �xed that error that I
addressed last week, however... when I �nished the array, this happened to me that my
enemy just kind of stops. I am not sure if it is supposed to do that, (I am pretty sure it is
because I think it did it to you in the test run video) but yea! I just thought I should
address that just in case because I wasn't sure! Nevertheless, I actually am starting the
game manager so!

https://padlet.com/professorklein2010/shdj1k4lgi2edsmx
https://padlet.com/professorklein2010
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1160975572/ca1281590e60551f23b4ecf19b890cf0/Walking.fbx
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1605318923/dab63187545a7dc3ef1854bcee43cf59/NEW_MAZE_PACKAGE_FILES.unitypackage
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1605318923/d175bddd5e10de7a8272fd526f3c92b0/Tutorial_Screen_Shot.png


Screen Recording 2022-03-06 at 10.33.41 PM
1:16 video

PADLET DRIVE

Gaby-WIP (2)
(Game Manager Script, Debug Log Issue?)

Gaby- WIP (2) PT2
Ok! Hey again! Soooo I am starting to work on the game manager! However for some
reason when I go to test run the debug log, it doesn't show up, although its supposed to!
;w; . It's strange because it should work since I added the debug log to the Game
Manager Script. HELPPP! I'll provide a package of what I have so far just in case! I think I
am going to leave it at here until I hear back because I am afraid that if I go farther, this
slight possible error might hinder my progress, so I'll wait to see what you say! I double
checked my code on the player controller and everything though and nada! ;<

Screen Recording 2022-03-06 at 11.18.33 PM
0:11 video

PADLET DRIVE

Gaby Package!
Hopefully this is the right one! But I provided this if you wanted to check it out!

Gaby_GameManagerStart(20Percent)
92 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

WAITTT

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/cf9f4332a859321bb2eb05857e15be10/Screen_Recording_2022_03_06_at_10_33_41_PM.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/8754acfed45301b74b446d1539324e42/Screen_Shot_2022_03_06_at_11_17_47_PM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/ccd59ba47a2944f736e3e76dd3040e56/Screen_Recording_2022_03_06_at_11_18_33_PM.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/64b6dd355248bcf5747445fa8afe2cec/Gaby_GameManagerStart_20Percent_.unitypackage


HOLD UP! So its ok for now if my enemy went off the path and went thru the walls of
my maze? Did you see what I meant exactly when you looked at my package and ran the
game real quick in game mode?? 😅

Yess I agree!
but yes! in the video, the enemy is functioning and moving, however I was currently
adding the minus integer to my code, which was probably done in video eight (08) in
array. After I did that, it was working �ne still, however, near the end where the actions
of the enemy are looped it seems, the enemy went through the walls of my maze and
didn't stay on track like it's supposed to. I was observing you tweaking where the
waypoints where however, even after I observed and applied it to my project, it wasn't
working in my favor :  ( 

OH WOW! You are very quick! LOL
Thank you though! and I agree! you emphasizing the use of packages have REALLY
helped! I think it cultivates a great and effective collaborative effort amongst one
another! And of course! : ) I appreciate you for getting back so quick!

Gaby-MadeUpProgress6 ERROR HELP!!
Hey there again Professor! So, I seem to be having issues when doing this "patrolling"
around the perimeter of part of the maze. As you can see, the enemy goes off track of
where it's supposed to go or I guess is bugging out. I'm saying that because I don't know
what to do �x the error to be honest ;,D. I watched over the video that touches on this in
the array section of content B. I tried tweaking the waypoints like you did and nada :(. If
you can help me during class in any way that would be great! That's if I �gure it out on
my own, although even after multiple attempts and adding a few new waypoints, the
enemy still does what it did at the end of the video :(, so I might have to save this for
later when it can be addressed in a more hands on way, because I honestly don't know
what to do to �x this

Untitled
2:11 video

PADLET DRIVE

Gaby-MadeUpProgress4

https://media4.giphy.com/media/3o7527pa7qs9kCG78A/giphy.gif
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/5802274f200a8a8c3ef04164bb5e4334/Untitled.mov


Alrighty, So, I have begun to start the array! I added way points (as shown in the array
video folder), as well as a debug log for the �rst destination which was I guess
responsive? (if ya know what I mean). Originally, I thought I did something wrong with
the waypoints because the enemy wasn't moving ALLL the way from point A to D, simply
to point A. So I thought I did something wrong until I listened to the video again and
heard you say only the �rst destination. Plus, I saw where the waypoint was and were
the enemy stopped in the video and put two and two together LOL. So no errors
hereee! 

Screen Recording 2022-02-28 at 4.44.51 AM
0:28 video
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Gaby-BackupPackage
I am also just leaving this package here of me starting the enemy for backup LOL.
ANYHOO, ONWARDDDD >:D 

Gaby_BombermanEnemyStart
87.2 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

Gaby-Package File

I'm also providing another package that you can maybe take a look at for yourself if you
just so happen to see this before class starts

Gaby_BomberMan50Percent
91.2 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

Gaby-MadeUpProgress5
I don't know if you can see, but i am still trying to set up some of the array points and
mess around with them along the maze : D, I'll send a video with the array done as soon
as I can! hopefully I get this in enough time where I can work on the rest before class ;-;

Guil Bomb
Here is my bomb will put everything in unity soon and share progress on game map

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/7d2383074a78e8186e051b7c36de432a/Screen_Recording_2022_02_28_at_4_44_51_AM.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/1d4b037d53d13e4769c3e4e6bc7e3968/Gaby_BombermanEnemyStart.unitypackage
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/97e51200c505d716c49ba8b1af46b4fd/Gaby_BomberMan50Percent.unitypackage
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/50f0c9dc24467d3e80b2305af802b133/Screen_Shot_2022_02_28_at_5_47_33_AM.png


bomb Guil
0:06 video
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Gaby-MadeUpProgress 3
I have added a debug log on the C script for the "gotcha bomb" and "gotcha player" as
seen in the screen recording up here! As you can see, I was struggling for a minute
there, but I got the debug log goin!

Screen Recording 2022-02-28 at 3.51.40 AM
0:45 video

PADLET DRIVE

Gaby-MadeUpProgress 2
Heyyyy! So, just for a lil update, I have begun to create my enemy! Feeling good now that
I have picked up the pace a lil!

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1618209180/ebbb26f06e8687d6b93af179bd57f6c2/bomb_Guil.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/68b43366da992f4d25c4fb537ca62e65/Screen_Recording_2022_02_28_at_3_51_40_AM.mov


Gaby-MadeUpProgress 1 (start)
Hey professor! I'm sorry I took so long to update, this week was quite a week for me ;,D,
I was able to change the move speed as you suggested and it solved my issue with that,
so thank you lots! I'm gonna work towards trying my best to catch up now (AGAIN), stay
tuned ! I apologize for being so behind haha ;,D 

Shara Mae - Video Progress
I'm disappointed that I am behind on this project even though it is due today but I did
want to share a video of me playing the game, making sure that the destructible wall
worked and everything. After this video, I made 10 other enemies and they move as fast
as critters -- I challenge even myself, getting through the game!!!

Shara Mae Updated Bomberman Game - Level01 - PC, Mac & Linux Standalone - Unity
2020.3.25f1 Personal_ _DX11_ 2022-03-10 03-14-07
0:35 video

PADLET DRIVE

PACKAGE - RODRIGO
Here I provide my package professor so you can have a look to see this problem happens
in your end also. It's pretty strange this issue is happening with the bomb because I
followed every video step by step. But hope you can help me professor.

maze_project_rodrigo
164 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

ISSUE WITH THE BOMB - RODRIGO CARNERO
Hi professor... here in my project I'm having a issue with the bomb that it doesn't appear
when I place it. It does appear in the hierarchy that the bomb was placed but it doesn't

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/c79905beb9776cf8815e77011f84426e/Screen_Shot_2022_02_28_at_3_06_21_AM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/f21356ea83150b4c3dd4f711804e962e/Screen_Shot_2022_02_28_at_1_24_37_AM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/d8ae08556fb65c5a7155a4f25f07450a/Shara_Mae_Updated_Bomberman_Game___Level01___PC__Mac___Linux_Standalone___Unity_2020_3_25f1_Personal___DX11__2022_03_10_03_14_07.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/469e878356b48f1dba0c6f26fe5f0792/maze_project_rodrigo.unitypackage


appear in the game itself as you can see in the video. Hope you can help me with this
doubt. Thank you!!!

Screen Recording 2022-03-05 at 10.45.24 PM
0:18 video

PADLET DRIVE

Speed was at 0 changed to 5

Gaby-Package
I'll provide the package here so you can take a look, I hope the scene actually is there
this time! It should be, I double checked, but here you go ;,D

Hernandez_Bomberman5
71.2 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

Gaby-Help pt2
I may actually have to start a little from square one because now I messed everything
up, and I also have to redo my enemy and waypoints because I had deleted those in a
frenzy while trying to �x everything, it's literally a mess UGH! I'll keep you posted
throughout the week because I have to restart somewhere... I really apologize for this
big hiccup :( I'll post sometime tomorrow with any updates, I apologize again, I promise
i'll get back on track ASAP

Gaby- HELP!!!!
Professor! I really need your help! I don't know if we can do a zoom session sometime
this week but I think I messed up! I tried importing the script �les from the example
package into my project, and then overrided my project scripts and everything and now
it's a mess, my A,W,S,D keys don't work, anymore and it's overall a big mess that I can't
explain in word! : ( please help! 

Gaby- BomberMan Progress1
So, after watching the last zoom session to see what you did to �x the RigidBody
problem, I applied it my own project �le and from there, referred back to the other
zoom session I was using to build and make progress with my game. So now, I am
catching up with the little things I missed due to the error!

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/a1132821a222c4870de429b01a516676/Screen_Recording_2022_03_05_at_10_45_24_PM.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/196850652/e3cc8525f9718a425ee19dd5c38cd353/Screen_Shot_2022_02_21_at_1_17_23_PM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/c2ff0fcfc5209acd658f09f366744903/Hernandez_Bomberman5.unitypackage


Hernandez_BombermanProgress
0:47 video
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Gaby- Bomb Model Progress
Hey Professor! Here's my lil Bomb Model for the game! : )

Shara Mae - Faulty Package
Hmmmm, since Gaby had sent you a package for you to check where she went wrong,
I'll send my package too by uploading it in the web host so you can check mine out! It'll
be titled "Shara Mae FINISHED D-02 OUT OF H WITH ENEMY CANNOT BE DEFEATED
PROBLEM.unitypackage" (Thanks Gaby for your insightful posts as always -- big brain
move brooooo)

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/60fa837dfbbf7b4ae17dce10b3400bf7/Hernandez_BombermanProgress.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/fe73138d288cfbdae9f65d7122dcb75c/Gaby_BombModel.png
https://c.tenor.com/VVI9DJMp2cMAAAAM/word-oh.gif


Shara Mae - Having Trouble
I was wondering why my enemy cannot be defeated by the bombs I was placing and
realized that my bombs were like �oating up in space. I am assuming that is why the
enemy could not be defeated (?). On top of that, my enemy is also placed a bit below the
ground. I tried �xing the prefab positions to override them, to get them in the correct
positions so that the explosion could hit the enemy but no luck ;( I'll ask about this in
class when I see you!

SML2022 BomberMan Game - 02212022 Enemy Cannot Be Defeated By Bomb 3
0:28 video

PADLET DRIVE

Shara Mae - Bomb Model!!!

Shara Mae - Debug Messages Work!

Shara Mae - Waypoint Progress!
I'm �nishing up Part B of H and I'm having too much fun putting in the waypoints XD It
is really cool to see how the enemy is controlled to follow the points set by us!!!

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/8488e6067b56f28ca5b69c1435eef649/SML2022_BomberMan_Game___02212022_Enemy_Cannot_Be_Defeated_By_Bomb_3.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/4f76517729e11e28d40d6bc0d72ba965/2022_02_21__10_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/7ed85b73071c4a82bfddf94d90d80334/2022_02_16__9_.png


Gaby-Hey!
Hey professor! So I left some updates on the new padlet you made! Please check them
out when you can!

Shiela

Maze Example (Source)

Maze-20220120-151943
12.9 KB piskel file

PADLET DRIVE

Shara Mae - FINAL BOUNCING BALL MP4
Fixed the script and �nally got the balls bouncing around in the constraints!!! Thank you
to Professor and classmates for the help!

Shara Mae FINAL Bouncing Ball
0:08 video

PADLET DRIVE

UPLOADED- GABY
Ok ok! so I uploaded the package prof! <3

Hey Professor!
I submitted the bouncing ball warmup! I shall now work towards submitting my unity
bounding ball screenshots and possible mp4's! Hope you enjoy my warmup though!

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/4d83fce2f820449840674867b5b9e38e/2022_02_16__10_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1163578820/d68dfbe0147b6e8bff0785a6d3e39753/Screenshot__20_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/196850652/477d1241bb43d44345a86d593c925786/Maze_20220120_151943.piskel
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/f94ebb738395b3aeceeba62d90656c0b/Shara_Mae_FINAL_Bouncing_Ball.mp4


Alen's Baby Yoda Model
Using Tinkercad to make the model to use for projects going forward

Elf walking and object floating with Timeline

Untitled
0:04 video

PADLET DRIVE

Joan - Character Almost finished

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1163251702/bc5ea9f1caa08a06dd5f2c499412054b/babyyoda.PNG
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521176051/4415baff9914c39c5b48f44b2afc9d48/Untitled.mov


Joan N - Gravity/Bouncing ball

Screen Recording 2022-02-07 at 1.04.13 AM
0:12 video

PADLET DRIVE

Joan - Gravity/Bouncing Ball Classwork

Gaby-MazeProject Package

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521954685/e0a687e020d92436c42b97b8abc611be/Screen_Shot_2022_02_07_at_4_28_57_PM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521954685/ca7b58aa41fa878a802c235a1f642b96/Screen_Recording_2022_02_07_at_1_04_13_AM.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521954685/73c3e65f949fc4f784a7e0bf30d6484a/Screen_Shot_2022_01_24_at_3_08_35_PM.png


OK! I'm sorry i'll stop now, but I'm going to just leave the package �le here too!

Gaby_MazeProject
51.8 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

Shara Mae - Official Build for Bouncing Ball
I wanted to submit a build since I had misunderstood what you wanted from us earlier (I
submitted a package but no title or button). I'm glad I was able to revisit this and post a
�nal version for the build!

Shara Mae Official Build
12.6 MB zip file

PADLET DRIVE

Alen Cut Scene Progress

Shara Mae - Mixamo Man Loosing

Mixamo Man Loosing
0:11 video

PADLET DRIVE

Shara Mae - Mixamo Man Winning

Mixamo Man Winning
0:11 video

PADLET DRIVE

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/35048ba96654876b4412e023926d4b24/Gaby_MazeProject_.unitypackage
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/3abc2860bb77bbd9ce9c5377127cff83/Shara_Mae_Official_Build.zip
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1163251702/d152ae443a9780a91ea363796b729978/titleanim.PNG
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/97505e7f2bdaf59e53f82595e5a7d805/Mixamo_Man_Loosing.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/2ec858be18d369081305c13dba9bdbf1/Mixamo_Man_Winning.mp4


Shara Mae - Mixamo Man Idle

Mixamo Man Idle
0:11 video
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Shara Mae - Mixamo Man Running

Mixamo Man Running
0:11 video
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Shara Mae - Mixamo Man Walking
For the walk cycle and other motions, I really wanted to do my personal character that I
made back in 3d design but I think it would probably be in my best interest to use an
easier, less-complicated �le to achieve my needs and wants!

Mixamo Man Walking
0:11 video

PADLET DRIVE

Shara Mae - Bomberman Maze in Progress (excited to finish
it!)

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/c62341576c5ad3cb6461fc4bcba13a8f/Mixamo_Man_Idle.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/573f9224bddd19c5f963d7b77c394ca5/Mixamo_Man_Running.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/287adc78b6b01dd5dcaf5d655171b1be/Mixamo_Man_Walking.mp4


Shara Mae - Bomberman Maze All Built Up + Casual Day
Environment!

Shara Mae - Bomberman Maze Overview

Alen Cut Scene File
The Dunes of Tatooine

AlenCutScene
73.1 KB unity file

PADLET DRIVE

The Unity build consists of a folder or two and some extra �les if you are on the PC. The OSX
versions are all compressed into the .app �le but they should have similar contents....

― MICHAEL KLEIN

WIP GABY-Maze
Finished maze portion (possible tweaks later on)! Now I will work on scripting and such!
: D

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/0c175e780f254bf2eacbeee04092e41a/2022_02_10__11_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/b5e1dc8e455da6d34d5a34c76766b908/2022_02_10__12_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/1074b0731f3ac783a616da475de8baf8/2022_02_10__14_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1163251702/4892966b32eff74d922be019492ad46f/AlenCutScene.unity
https://padlet.com/professorklein2010


Thank you so much for your understanding! : (

PackageContents

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/4a1f4f48cca675377f9c9a61edd1c59d/Screen_Shot_2022_02_13_at_9_35_30_PM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/196850652/2ce26741c64dc211bcf99b788f300619/Screen_Shot_2022_02_14_at_12_28_23_PM.png


GABY-BOMBERMAN PACKAGE FILE
here I provided a Unity package with the current state my project is in

Hernandez_BomberMan4
50.5 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

GABY-SCRIPTCODE
I'm going to provide this screenshot of my code just to show the progress I was able to
make! I also will provide you a package of my current project with the error!

WIP GABY-RIGIDBODY ERROR!
Hey again! So, once again, my efforts of �xing this rigid body error have failed :( . I tried
copying and pasting the code from the other Padlet and made sure that I had everything
correct in the code, yet Unity STILL does not register that there is or should be a rigid
body attached to the player model. I have no idea what to do now... ;,D.  I think I may
have to leave it for the night and not continue the rest until tomorrow because without
the rigid body, I don't think it's allowing me to do anything with the bomb model, so
hopefully you are able to help me �x this issue tomorrow! Afterwards I will be able to
catch up as this error is going to pull me back a bit... I hope you understand! 

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/196850652/2ce26741c64dc211bcf99b788f300619/Screen_Shot_2022_02_14_at_12_28_23_PM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/ec1cd4252cae00ba1e393b5cd68c6c10/Hernandez_BomberMan4.unitypackage
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/f6495e90ed6ce4e8d46abbfd07224f61/Screen_Shot_2022_02_14_at_1_51_04_AM.png


Character Fix
http://berkeleycollege.professorklein.com/Winter_2022/Veronica_W/VeronicaBM_0
3_07.unitypackage

Index of /Winter_2022/Veronica_W

PROFESSORKLEIN

Collider on Ground Issue

Veronica_Ground_Fix
0:48 video

PADLET DRIVE

MARCH 7th Veronica W. MAJOR COMPLICATIONS
My mixamo character seemed to just be a distraction from ensuring that my actual
game is working, so I'm chucking out that idea until everything runs smoothly. I'm
experiencing the same error that Gabby was with the Rigidbody. I think I have the
correct rigid body values set on my player prefab, but it doesn't show up on the actual
player, or the player clone 'empties." I think this is okay since the prefab's components
override everything. BUT- For some reason, the override tab or option isn't showing up
for me.  
I'm not sure what was done to correct this problem before. I'm deeply confused as to
what I am doing wrong.  

Help would be greatly appreciated.

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/173205d955de34d227d865e66133ae41/Screen_Shot_2022_02_14_at_1_42_33_AM.png
http://berkeleycollege.professorklein.com/Winter_2022/Veronica_W/VeronicaBM_03_07.unitypackage
http://berkeleycollege.professorklein.com/Winter_2022/Veronica_W/
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/196850652/0d63ea9dc225fe30e03337b96ffd2ee8/Veronica_Ground_Fix.mov


MARCH 7TH (Cont...)
HELLO EVERYONE :) 
My player swivels about instead of standing upright like the enemy, and there is no
debug log showing up in the console when they collide even though I'm sure I have the
correct coding in my game manager and player controller scripts. 

I think my player prefab might be messed up. I will be uploading a package right now!

WEIRD_Trim
0:06 video

PADLET DRIVE

PACKAGE VERONICA MARCH 7th (Cont...)

MAZE_VERONICA_W
4.4 MB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

CHARCTER VERONICA

actual-last-try
2.62 MB zip file

PADLET DRIVE

New Maze Package Files
Good afternoon. This is Kevin Belingon. I have been having issues with the script, so I
shared it for you to look at. Please let me know if you received it. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Belingon

New_Maze_Package_Files
3.91 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

Please Re-Pack
Both packages came along with this error. Be sure you have all the contents of your
Assets folder in the package before you export it. 

If you are having issues exporting the package you can also ZIP your entire project
folder and get it over to me please. 

-PK

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/914f90f4b12dac7f3610a90398cb810e/missing_rigid_body_VW.JPG
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/4a91a477c1514efa148dcae12cdcb04b/WEIRD_Trim.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/74a0d1b7f85ff8d0a333eed200e07372/MAZE_VERONICA_W.unitypackage
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/12f85f73e36349c9a0d3e61c7ca42578/actual_last_try.zip
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1598353701/60bc369c100261af45a02d3dabae7ea9/New_Maze_Package_Files.unitypackage


Package Files
Good morning. This is Kevin Belingon. I have been having issues with the script, so I
shared it with you on Padlet for you to look at it. Please let me know if you have received
it. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Belingon

WALK CYCLE + BOUNCING BALL
351 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

CAPSULE FIRST MOVEMENTS - RODRIGO CARNERO
Here I show the �rst movements of the Player(Capsule) with the MoveSpeed.

capsule-progress
0:11 video

PADLET DRIVE

CAPSULE MOVEMENT WITH WSAD KEYS - RODRIGO
CARNERO
Here I show the movements made with WSAD keys stated in the code.

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/196850652/dcfa98ecf290b827f31d9e2fcfd37e15/Screen_Shot_2022_02_23_at_10_57_48_PM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1598353701/af6a99ee244b01aabb477c3b17924a68/WALK_CYCLE___BOUNCING_BALL.unitypackage
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/713f51b9b66261cb225064f60f4c2b24/capsule_progress.mov


moving-capsule
0:14 video

PADLET DRIVE

Title Progress ~ Tiffany Gary

Title with Font and Cube with Texture material~ Tiffany Gary

Floating Capsule ~ Tiffany Gary

floating_capsule
0:16 video

PADLET DRIVE

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/779f9876d832d6a8d35bfa7929622e29/moving_capsule.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521176051/d9d084222655fcc89b63c827ec88d052/Screen_Shot_2022_01_25_at_1_00_21_AM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521176051/b065bc9ccb978fca963f150af5e4c05e/Screen_Shot_2022_01_25_at_1_21_58_AM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521176051/c6259903d6a029f0ba80e807e7ec0af5/floating_capsule.mov


Snow Day all fixed up ~ Tiffany Gary

snowday
0:13 video

PADLET DRIVE

Maze_Screenshot
By Kevin Belingon

Walk_Cycle_Scene
By Kevin Belingon

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521176051/f4785ad292f7c72528e181a448c306bf/snowday.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1571428729/dea2acdcf832f4555583a90bb11f22a9/IMG_2751.jpeg


IMG_9188.MOV
0:10 video

PADLET DRIVE

Veronica W. PROBLEM SOLVED
(Enemy Way Points) empty was dragged underneath Enemy, which made all of the way
points move along with the enemy as opposed to staying still, so that the enemy can
actually reach each way point.

Project-2 - SampleScene - PC, Mac & Linux Standalone - Unity 2020.3.7f1 Personal_
_DX11_ 2022-02-21 20-08-06_Trim
0:07 video

PADLET DRIVE

Veronica W. TARGETS ISSUE

whatdidido
0:18 video

PADLET DRIVE

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1556851435/17611b2a5f96313088dbfd547e002ce8/IMG_9188.MOV
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/32fdbf40f1937dbc4670f463456ca8ae/Project_2___SampleScene___PC__Mac___Linux_Standalone___Unity_2020_3_7f1_Personal___DX11__2022_02_21_20_08_06_Trim.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/7942e69807700f2d4bf80f2c3c7d1d52/whatdidido.mp4


Veronica W. Character Maze 2/21/22
I still have to center the character because it always runs in the air when in game mode.
It doesn't stand on the ground as the capsule does. I'm not sure what to do past this
point (speci�cally how to make sure that the charcter is in the right position), but I'm
sure I'll get help with that next session. Right now, I'm going to continue working on the
enemy script. More WIP's coming

Project-2 - SampleScene - PC, Mac & Linux Standalone - Unity 2020.3.7f1 Personal
_DX11_ 2022-02-21 18-17-33_Trim
0:05 video

PADLET DRIVE

Mixamo bunny evolution 2/21
Hello :p 
I changed the colors of the character again in maya since it looks different after
uploading to mixamo.   
The shelf-like stomach issue was exacerbated because the character isn't hollow inside;
some of the shapes that make-up the limbs of the character were merging inside. I tried
to delete all of the faces inside of the character (to make it hollow), but that didn't solve
my issue. I ended up deleting the  stomach detail, lowered the arms, extended the torso,
and even further smoothed out the character.  It's not perfect, but it's as good as I can
personally get it :S

PROGRESS VW 2/21
Modeling process using drawings.

Veronica W. MAZE STARTED 1/31

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/4bbede7958506aafbd04c908f0053cba/Project_2___SampleScene___PC__Mac___Linux_Standalone___Unity_2020_3_7f1_Personal__DX11__2022_02_21_18_17_33_Trim.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/9f90884af47fca39e5b7b110c23b79d0/progress_bunny.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/167b336410d8e48d790bad833ea7aacc/bunny_tail.JPG


Project-2 - SampleScene - PC, Mac & Linux Standalone - Unity 2020.3.7f1 Personal_
_DX11_ 2022-01-31 14-34-12
0:13 video

PADLET DRIVE

Veronica W. 2/21
This is an illutrator layout of the front and side of my orange, bunny character. I know
this isn't necessary, but I would like to create a new character for the player in my game
(the grandma can be the enemy). Just making something simple. 

Veronica W. CLASSWORK 1/31

Player Controller Script added to inspector. Capsule and script are now one <3

VERONICA WORK IN PROGRESS 2-7

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/ba0b198d6a1accd032322d17a63c2cd4/Project_2___SampleScene___PC__Mac___Linux_Standalone___Unity_2020_3_7f1_Personal___DX11__2022_01_31_14_34_12.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/87e963a13074877d07a8c6c7085e3c69/New_player.JPG
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/eaba87ce3cc035f58f0f389ead406934/WORK_IN_P_1_31.JPG


Veronica W. 2/21/22
Hi everybody. I'm a little bit behind, but I've made a lot of progress. I �nished the layout
of my maze and I completed the Player and Bomb scripts. I am going to start the enemy
script now. I spent a long time worrying about why my player wasn't going through the
bombs after leaving them; the trigger would just uncheck itself. I realized it's because of
the script change from "DeBug.Log("Exited");" to "GetComponent<SphereCollider>
().isTrigger = false;"   

Sometimes, I forget that we are completely new to the scripting part for games. The
majority of us only have experience coding websites, and so it's VITAL that we
check/test the game after every line of code that may be unfamiliar, otherwise you may
spend half an hour tinkering with your sphere collider settings, when you're actually
doing the right thing. Pfttt.

WALK CYCLE 2 PROJECT

WALKCYCLE2
89.9 KB unity file

PADLET DRIVE

shiela
I did this in adobe dimension

Bouncing Ball Project-Rodrigo Carnero

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/377703dde7f424d093fdeb8b813c6f13/win2_7.JPG
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/3861e81b9c6f1b91ebc9df63d2c567d5/week8_2.JPG
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1591064950/8e8f102e10f13a7e52924c9314d48234/WALKCYCLE2.unity
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1163578820/475721b26498acb53d5a1d8414f638bc/bomb.png


bouncing_ball_unity
0:26 video

PADLET DRIVE

Maze progress Sam D.

Rodrigo's Mess around with objects

Rodrigo's Messing with objects (2)

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/454f071dcaa0beae18da39304db1f5da/bouncing_ball_unity.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1329376154/3b1ae9c89d5e2aa091d72c1bbce3ef5f/Screenshot__11_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/81244597274f5839134744c9cf74f946/Screen_Shot_2022_01_10_at_1_21_23_PM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/dd8071e28eff550d3355f637cd86cd40/Screen_Shot_2022_01_10_at_1_21_51_PM.png


2022_01_10_16_31_09
0:26 video

PADLET DRIVE

Sam D. - Bouncing Ball with rotating skybox and cam switch
Really enjoying these assignments they are so much fun!

2022-01-13 16-42-16
0:35 video

PADLET DRIVE

GUILHERME RODRIGUES
Here is a redner from Blender of the gravity project, I don't understand how to upload
the timeline into unity to I �gured I should still show you what I've got done.

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1534650416/77f8b5a9f87e9858fbc452f02c3a573a/2022_01_10_16_31_09.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1329376154/c5447cebe9c8b651ba8667c69e0ccc22/2022_01_13_16_42_16.mkv


0001-0270
0:11 video

PADLET DRIVE

VERONICA W. HOMEWORK: GRAVITY (2 BOUNCING BALLS)
I added the textures/normal maps to each ball and every cube wall. 

GRAVITY_ZIT_PROJECT - SampleScene - PC, Mac & Linux Standalone - Unity
2020.3.7f1 Personal _DX11_ 2022-01-10 19-45-07
0:08 video

PADLET DRIVE

VERONICA W. TIMELINE-TEXTURES-CAMERAS
CLASSWORK 1/10

textures-cameras
0:08 video

PADLET DRIVE

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521926007/cb8aa12fd05cb82338133e463edd8775/0001_0270.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/12b1b13c61bd4cd4a1a1876f2c3ac338/GRAVITY_ZIT_PROJECT___SampleScene___PC__Mac___Linux_Standalone___Unity_2020_3_7f1_Personal__DX11__2022_01_10_19_45_07.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/c1b3d9bea7acf7ffd222606a38513734/textures_cameras.mp4


!WORKING! VERONICA W WALKING MODEL UNITY

POOP_WALK - SampleScene - PC, Mac & Linux Standalone - Unity 2020.3.7f1
Personal _DX11_ 2022-01-10 13-14-48
0:06 video

PADLET DRIVE

Technical Issues with Previous Projects - Bouncing Ball &
The Walking Cycle
Good evening. This is Kevin Belingon. As far as I remember, I submitted and received a
grade for the "Walk Cycle" and "Bouncing Ball" projects. But when I tried to open both of
my projects, there have been issues trying to open them:

1. Even though I saved my "Bouncing Ball" project, I could NOT have access to it. 

2. When I went into "Safe Mode", these are the technical issues of
"WALKCYCLE2.unity" project:

- Unity is in Safe Mode because we detected scripts with compilation errors upon
opening this project. Use this mode to �x script errors listed in the Console before
exiting, which will import any remaining assets. 

- Assets/NewBehaviourScript.cs(7,15): error CS1519: Invalid token '{' in class, struct, or
interface member declaration. 

- Assets/NewBehaviourScript.cs(7,16): error CS0116: A namespace cannot directly

contain members such as �elds or methods. 

-Assets/NewBehaviourScript.cs(7, 21): error CS1022:Type or namespace de�nition, or
end-of-�le expected.

Is there anything I can do to �x this so that I can compile both projects together into
one project regarding the "Walking Cycle" and "Bouncing Ball" that you mentioned to me
last week? I already shared with you my �les & the photograph of the technical issues.
Please let me know if you received them. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Belingon

Technical Issues
By Kevin Belingon

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/5dc3cb31deff9fbf1a8014ae335237a4/POOP_WALK___SampleScene___PC__Mac___Linux_Standalone___Unity_2020_3_7f1_Personal__DX11__2022_01_10_13_14_48.mp4


Bouncing Ball Project

Bouncing_Ball_Project
21.1 KB unity file

PADLET DRIVE

Guil Walking Cycle

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1591064950/1aecab3ac600ec6d10babd2c8223428c/IMG_9298.PNG
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1591064950/1aecab3ac600ec6d10babd2c8223428c/IMG_9298.PNG
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1591064950/f4d7adea18a3bdb83af9f3afeef7da24/Bouncing_Ball_Project.unity


0001-0250
0:08 video

PADLET DRIVE

Shiela

Maze 

Sam D. Maze progress with bombs
I am a little worried I may not have spaced out the maze correctly, I'm able to move the
walls one increment each as we were supposed to but I notice the player gets stuck
occasionally as well. Although my character is slightly smaller so it may not be a
problem?

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1572335202/50e2e99d99389071440ad987e1900cc2/0001_0250.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1163578820/ef7cbdfbacb2339fcf2072ff8c14b34f/Screenshot__37_.png


Enemy progress
Hi professor! Got the waypoint set up and the enemy moves. The debug logs show up as
well, everything is working great. I added my character in as well, I do have another just
basic character model I could use for the enemy as well if you think that would be a
good idea.  
The only issue I seem to be running into is when placing the bomb it seems to push the
character in one direction and then it seems kind of stuck for a moment. I did
instantiate the bomb and that seems to be working though.

Shiela

Guil Character Progress
This is very late but here is my character I will upload another prgoress video of the
walking cycle and then the unity section as well with the quit button and game title

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1329376154/67e6f2e52f9798168a07fa658dd83f8b/Screenshot__13_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1329376154/73215c6ad9e9c0f8e60b7303a2345ba7/Screenshot__18_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1163578820/e5036f365c5dca26cb5f28c146563651/SPernito_man.png


0001-0250
0:10 video

PADLET DRIVE

White Screen Glitch Fix

WhiteScreenFix.mp4
1:23 video

BERKELEYCOLLEGE.PROFESSORKLEIN.COM

Project Source Folder with fix (Zipped)

Walk%20Cycle.zip
21.9 MB zip file

BERKELEYCOLLEGE.PROFESSORKLEIN.COM

WALKCYCLE2.unity file ERROR
This is my �le. 
Kevin Belingon

WALKCYCLE2
11.7 KB unity file

PADLET DRIVE

Bouncing_Ball_Project_In_Color
By Kevin Belingon

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1572335202/59c1f21d7097ad6ea60124787254a292/0001_0250.mp4
http://berkeleycollege.professorklein.com/Winter_2022/Kevin/WhiteScreenFix.mp4
http://berkeleycollege.professorklein.com/Winter_2022/Kevin/Walk%20Cycle.zip
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1530971343/cb94bff3dd68099783bc1d40112851c2/WALKCYCLE2.unity


Bouncing_Ball_Project
21.1 KB unity file

PADLET DRIVE

Thanks for submission
This is good for your gravity project. For the walking with title and executable �le please
look back at the courses for preparing a scene in Unity.  

I'm pretty sure Blender has a built in engine too take a look because we are going to
need interactive �les with score etc. for next project(s) 

WALKING_CYCLE_PROGRESS
You did a great job! Your characters needed to have all of the elements COMBINED
before going to Mixamo. Here is the walk cycle you can import it again and again to
Mixamo now for new animations thanks for the work.

Walking (3)
349 KB fbx file

PADLET DRIVE

Unity Package: ― MICHAEL KLEIN

http://berkeleycollege.professorklein.com/Winter_2022/Kevin/KB_Character.unitypackage
― MICHAEL KLEIN

WALKING_CYCLE_PROGRESS
By Kevin Belingon 

I had a problem with my character's walking cycle in Mixamo.

WALKING_CYCLE_2
87.8 KB fbx file

PADLET DRIVE

I will have a look -PK ― MICHAEL KLEIN

Samantha D. Unity Timeline - Cheering Ball drop

2022-01-10 16-31-09
0:26 video

PADLET DRIVE

Bouncing_Ball_Project
By Kevin Belingon

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1530971343/6c8917715fed420d3d0ffbc2546c9345/Bouncing_Ball_Project.unity
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/196850652/2ef44c36894cbea082ef69303d9d3247/Walking__3_.fbx
https://padlet.com/professorklein2010
http://berkeleycollege.professorklein.com/Winter_2022/Kevin/KB_Character.unitypackage
https://padlet.com/professorklein2010
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1530971343/bde13025953a6b3b848dfbd303bdabf0/WALKING_CYCLE_2.fbx
https://padlet.com/professorklein2010
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1329376154/0ab1a93fc2831df3c0dde352b738e4d8/2022_01_10_16_31_09.mkv


IMG_9121.MOV
0:06 video

PADLET DRIVE

Shiela

Shiela

jumping ball
6.84 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

Shiela-working progress with bouncing ball

SPernito_ball
31 KB unity file

PADLET DRIVE

Walk Cycle ERROR video
Good afternoon. This is Kevin Belingon. I just noticed that even though my camera is
focused on my character walking scene, I had an issue about the white background.
When I play the scene, the white background disappears. But when I pause the walking
scene, the white background comes back. Is there anything else I can do to �x this
issue? Please let me know. Thanks.

IMG_9155.MOV
0:10 video

PADLET DRIVE

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1530971343/72b56a7a0d06fc3bca38daa29ad0a7bc/IMG_9121.MOV
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1163578820/1dbf9b908f7eb7bdb70af2c41d74fbd2/Screenshot__34_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1163578820/07688c92543e8cc8479ed098e88fbf9a/jumping_ball.unitypackage
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1163578820/3b69fd3541bed2bcf8762b63b4c385ab/SPernito_ball.unity
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1530971343/38d79e498797717f17408cfbd49f06ae/IMG_9155.MOV


Made a snow scene for my elf to walk in. Working on Title
and quit button. ~ Tiffany Gary

Walking in progress~ Tiffany Gary

Gravity-Ball Bouncing progress

Cube with Texture Material & movement with Timeline ~
Tiffany Gary

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521176051/caabc8997d25af0aeaade3c091d05ce6/Screen_Shot_2022_02_02_at_9_58_43_PM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521176051/77a89cdef7c1e0c78413ab72fd0df5a6/Screen_Shot_2022_01_24_at_9_42_09_PM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521176051/fca7823a29174f098ae476a3101a7d87/Screen_Shot_2022_02_01_at_4_01_43_PM.png


cubemove
0:08 video

PADLET DRIVE

Gravity-Texture Material-Bouncing Balls ~Tiffany Gary

funny_faces_bouncing_balls
0:29 video

PADLET DRIVE

BOMBS AND ENEMY PROGRESS - RODRIGO CARNERO
Here you can see how the player can leave the bombs.

progresounity
0:21 video

PADLET DRIVE

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521176051/b17e07100ea64ef9466ae5b4d0f4646c/cubemove.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521176051/22031d89233f61c922a2e373c2bf5c3d/funny_faces_bouncing_balls.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/b84fa28cd1b2cf5947e302af1a44e940/progresounity.mov


BOMBS AND ENEMY PROGRESS - RODRIGO CARNERO
Here is the progress on the game where you can see the Enemy by touching the Player
it stops and appears in the console "Gotcha Player".

Screen Recording 2022-02-14 at 11.37.12 AM
0:13 video

PADLET DRIVE

Gaby- Cut-Scene Build (DONE)
Hey Professor! So I'm gonna upload the �le of the Cut-Scene Now onto the dreamhost!
Hopefully this is what you wanted me to submit!

Cut-Scene Package
Uhmm, I didn't realize that I could publish the package of the cut-scene here LOL, so
now it's here as well! 

Gaby_TitleCutScene
2.03 MB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

CAPSULE SET UP - RODRIGO CARNERO
Here I'm setting up the Player(Capsule) with the script added to the inspector.

CINEMATIC PROGRESS-RODRIGO CARNERO
At �rst I uploaded just the scene but here is the whole project with the timeline
included.

MARTIAN_UNEDIT
0:24 video

PADLET DRIVE

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/cb6d78c9981aa9a83b42a3413fda8138/Screen_Recording_2022_02_14_at_11_37_12_AM.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/8fe93a63e988b5b7043a3b039b639b5a/Gaby_TitleCutScene.unitypackage
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/a4ef6d6f34ad88e284d14c2d9a20671f/Screen_Shot_2022_02_06_at_8_01_51_PM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/7770ee605b830a97e8ff0d4a30570ae4/MARTIAN_UNEDIT.mov


CINEMATIC PROGRESS-RODRIGO CARNERO

MARTIN_PROGRESS
0:13 video

PADLET DRIVE

Gaby-Walk Cycle!
Heyyy, so I'm back again (LOL). Anyhoo! I was able to do the walk cycle in unity and
everything! I know you said that I can reuse this little guy from last years 3D class so I
used him for my walk cycle! I just needed to refresh my memory on how to get him
walking in unity, so I referred back to the the �rst zoom session recording! Hopefully
this is what you were asking in terms of walking! Now I'll report back to you in a while
with the title sequence that we did last class! : )

Walk_CycleRec
0:05 video

PADLET DRIVE

OH BY THE WAY!
Oh! By the way, I thought I should let you know that I emailed you the package to the
project! In the email, I also discuss the same concerns! That said though, I hope you can
help me! I tried giving the camera thing another go and there is still nothing :(

Gaby-CutScene (HELP PROFESSOR!!!)
Hey professor!  
I was wondering if maybe you can help me a little bit before class with my cut scene! I
have the title/button, character walking, scenery, and have scripted it like we were
asked! But my main issue is trying to see my work thru the game view tab.

See, when I go to preview it in the game view tab, it shows just black along with my title
and button. I tried using cameras and messing around with that and have tried to look it
up online and refer to the zoom and YouTube recordings for class, but I can't seem to
understand why this is happening! So, I was hoping if I can get your help because I
honestly have no idea what to do. I have everything else done except for the game view,
which is what is stopping me from building and completing my �rst cut scene. 

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521947259/b9db8e7745aae1061566b977b36a6e7a/MARTIN_PROGRESS.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/512472c1d5a6552af22da302a6ca3261/Walk_CycleRec.mov


Gaby-title progress
Hey professor! So right now, I'm trying to �nish up my title cut scene! I decided to also
recycle my old little street scene from the 3D Modeling Class because it was �tting for
this project! So here's some progress in the meantime until I �gure this all out!

Shara Mae - Debug Messages Work!

Shara Mae - PLAYING WITH UNITY GIF
Wanted to share this GIF of my MP4 but it is upside down most likely due to a feature I
accidentally turned on LOL just wanted to share!

Shara Mae - PLAYING WITH UNITY
This is the �rst classwork that I'm now submitting after getting more comfortable with
Unity!

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/f1ed1eaf87bd94dc0fc92a7f307f29a8/Screen_Shot_2022_01_31_at_2_18_55_AM.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/7a77b2a5f6038d5cfdb71dd4f577e163/Title_Gaby.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/244fa4a6d53e2c222c825ac4c4a0a968/2022_02_16__9_.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/d8c26b60f97f45b9973561a71b0fdd92/Shara_Mae_Playing_with_Unity_BUT_UPSIDE_DOWN.gif


Shara Mae Playing with Unity
0:03 video

PADLET DRIVE

WIP- GABY MAZE 2
Hey Professor! So, Upon working on the script, I came across a huge, frustrating error.
Mainly having to do with the rigid body in which Unity acknowledged that the script
was trying to gain access to a rigid body, but there was (for some reason) no rigid body
on the player object itself. I tried multiple times to �x it too : ( . I looked it up on google,
tried copying and pasting the code we have under the Padlet and NOTHING. So I
decided to make a new �le and import the last package I sent for homework and started
from there. I redid the maze and �xed it up, so all I need to do is re-watch the zoom and
try and do the script again! Hopefully I don't come across that rigid body error again
because I have no clue why that happened! If I do come across it and can't �gure it out,
I'll leave it be and address it in class so maybe we can �nd a window of opportunity to
�x the error!

Gaby-Start Maze Recording
Ok! So I also provided a screen recording of the player moving around in what I have
created thus far, The design of the maze will probably change as time progresses, but I
am messing around for now! Veronica was right, this is quite exciting as we see the
project begin to unravel and begin to understand certain concepts!  

Also! I am gonna upload a package �le as always to the dreamhost server! 

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/d22fb726cd24b34734ae25bd7cbe7a37/Shara_Mae_Playing_with_Unity.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/69c2e41b8d5f417b3ec0f6ff278884e4/Screen_Shot_2022_02_14_at_12_28_46_AM.png


maze_startrec
0:42 video
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Gaby-StartMazePic
Starting the maze

Gaby-WorkInProgress 3
This is so exciting! Ah! Ok Ok, so I got the Input Keys in! So my W,A,S,D keys are
functioning in the game view!

Screen Recording 2022-02-07 at 1.20.29 AM
0:23 video

PADLET DRIVE

Gaby-WorkInProgress 2
Have been following along with the Zoom recording, scripting in the code :) Oh and I am
getting the W key working!

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/a94d2dbc6ec8cb8311e4c1814e05909a/maze_startrec.mov
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/732c2e6f30b2d5a457a0dd00415ac06c/maze_start.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/017543846e3cff4a35db19a38d42e9c4/Screen_Recording_2022_02_07_at_1_20_29_AM.mov


Gaby-WorkInProgress 1
Hey professor! So here's a work in progress for a classwork grade! I didn't realize I never
provided one so I am doing so now! especially since I am starting fresh since I think I got
lost midway with the lesson and then had to leave early for my meeting, so heres a work
in progress screenshot!

Shara Mae - BOUNCING BALL SCENE
Whew!!! I was struggling on how to record because I did not have Unity Recorder
installed so it took me a solid half hour to an hour to �gure out how to record an mp4
�le. Thankfully, I got everything done! Thanks Professor Klein!!! :D

Shara Mae Bouncing Ball
0:09 video
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Shara Mae - BOUNCING BALL PACKAGE
I wanted to wrap up this scene as a package so here it is! Hopefully everything works in
there!!!

Shara Mae Bouncing Ball Scene
11.6 MB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

Shara Mae - Waypoint Progress
I'm �nishing up Part B of H and I'm having too much fun putting in the waypoints XD It
is really cool to see how the enemy is controlled to follow the points set by us!!!

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/26ef36e29fafa20b95b72325d8a74d81/Screen_Shot_2022_02_07_at_1_01_53_AM.png
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https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/c8cb8f88e273abac8b8ebefe0e794b7c/Shara_Mae_Bouncing_Ball.mp4
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/9bd7318f7029b24aeb3f80f95f281c36/Shara_Mae_Bouncing_Ball_Scene.unitypackage


Shara Mae - Build BUT WITH THE DATA FOLDER HEHEHE
I found the data folder (I had just forgotten to put it in the zip �le). Since 48MB is too
large for Padlet, I uploaded the build folder into Google Drive. Hopefully, it can still be
downloaded from there! Thanks a lot again Professor Klein!

Shara Mae Official Build
by Shara Mae Lintag

GOOGLE DRIVE

Gaby (HW: BOUNCING BALL!)
I at �rst didn't know what I was supposed to do for hw with this ball and gravity thing
because the zoom recording was never posted ( the right one at least D; ). HOWEVER, I
remembered the �le you had sent in the chat a little after I entered the meeting. So I
used that �le and ended up making some drawings using piskel for the textures you see
in the attached video! Hope this is what you had asked for! If not, please let me know
and I will redo it as soon as I can or am able to! Anyhoo, hope you like! I think I am
gonna provide the package for this assignment as well, so be on the lookout for that!

002_Recording
1:01 video
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OH ALSO!
Oh! And I forgot to mention! I don't know if we could do this but I did it anyways just to
get the hang of it, but I packaged the �le with the moving objects and inserted it into the
dreamhost �le thingy (the one you mentioned during last class) !

Creating package sounds perfect thanks! ― MICHAEL KLEIN

Hey Professor!
Hey! So, here I provided the screenshots you asked for last class! To be honest, originally
I was having trouble animating the objects using the timeline/keyframes but after I
looked back at the recording I realized that I was doing it all wrong at �rst LOL, but I got
it now! Hopefully this is what you were asking for us to submit for Homework! If not
please let me know! Although from my understanding, the homework was to get
comfortable with unity!

Gaby- Mess Around Objs (2)

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1155860629/b3ac5984590dea3b47b2b4ddc8d354e1/2022_02_16__11_.png
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nSEmLDZuJV-03pg-3KlCnKQbpFDin5PY?usp=sharing
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/cfb5550bde442f7b8441dffa5fd258ce/002_Recording.mov
https://padlet.com/professorklein2010


Gaby- Mess Around Objs (1)

Ariel - Code Problem on the Bomb script

Hi Professor Klein, I am having issues on the bomb script code. Its also not letting me
place the enemy script on the enemy player. Please help

Ariel_Bomberman_Package
73 KB unitypackage file

PADLET DRIVE

Veronica W. 1/31
Game Recording 

Hi you guys.  

I had multiple audio listeners activated because we have mutliple cameras. I know we
haven't went over audio yet, but there's an error that shows up if you have more than
one audio listener set. Just �gured that might be important. ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

POOP_WALK 2022-01-31 10-53-53
0:07 video
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Veronica W. 1/31
BUTTON AND TITLE WORK IN PROGRESS

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/16e767710a0a15161fd762b21523c444/Gaby_Screenshot2.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1521952121/63f27fddbe96225d9b054e08b6cf9558/Gaby_Screenshot1.png
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1606786379/3659445af0af006e5bbd916b0b39cd44/Ariel_Bomberman_Package.unitypackage
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1520488666/8c9b8fd81e2c3e5bbe1eee8671d34818/POOP_WALK_2022_01_31_10_53_53.mp4


※※※※※※

Veronica W. HOMEWORK- Unity Timeline Action
Hi! 
I tried downloading the character after uploading it to mixamo.  
I then imported it into Unity with all the correct frame and extension settings (yada
yada...).  
The character from the fbx �le wouldn't show up when placed into the project assets or
hierarcy. Also the mixamo animation didn't work when applied to the character.  

As an alternative, I tried uploading an fbx �le of my character which I exported from

maya and directly placed it into Unity, and applied the mixamo animation. Now, we have
a mess. 

Hopefully we can �gure out how to get this granny walking during our next meeting! :S

grandma
0:07 video
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